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ABSTRACT
Software-managed heterogeneous memory (HM) provides
a promising solution to increase memory capacity and cost
efficiency. However, to release the performance potential of
HM, we face a problem of data management. Given an appli-
cation with various execution phases and each with possibly
distinct working sets, we must move data between memory
components of HM to optimize performance. The deep neu-
ral network (DNN), as a common workload on data centers,
imposes great challenges on data management on HM. This
workload often employs a task dataflow execution model,
and is featured with a large amount of small data objects and
fine-grained operations (tasks). This execution model imposes
challenges on memory profiling and efficient data migration.
We present Sentinel, a runtime system that automatically
optimizes data migration (i.e., data management) on HM
to achieve performance similar to that on the fast memory-
only system with a much smaller capacity of fast memory.
To achieve this, Sentinel exploits domain knowledge about
deep learning to adopt a custom approach for data manage-
ment. Sentinel leverages workload repeatability to break the
dilemma between profiling accuracy and overhead; It enables
profiling and data migration at the granularity of data objects
(not pages), by controlling memory allocation. This method
bridges the semantic gap between operating system and ap-
plications. By associating data objects with the DNN topology,
Sentinel avoids unnecessary data movement and proactively
triggers data movement. Using only 20% of peak memory
consumption of DNN models as fast memory size, Sentinel
achieves the same or comparable performance (at most 8% per-
formance difference) to that of the fast memory-only system
on common DNN models; Sentinel also consistently outper-
forms a state-of-the-art solution by 18%.
1 INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous memory (HM) is an emerging memory ar-
chitecture, complementary to the existing heterogeneity in
processing units (e.g., GPU and FPGA). Within HM, multiple
memory components with different technologies are com-
bined to construct main memory within and cross compute
nodes. HM brings a promising solution to increase memory
capacity, avoid limitation of existing memory technologies,
and increase energy efficiency. With the emerging technolo-
gies such as non-volatile memory (NVM) and high-bandwidth
memory (HBM) [33], HM is expected to be more common.
A typical HM system consists of multiple types of memory
components with varying properties (e.g., bandwidth, latency,
and capacity). As a result, HM raises a problem of data man-
agement and migration. Given an application with various
execution phases and each with possibly distinct working
sets, we must move data between memory components to
optimize performance. Ideally, hot memory pages that are
accessed by the running execution phase should be placed
in the fastest memory component with the best latency or
bandwidth, while other memory pages are filled into other
memory components.
The data management problem is more complicated, when
we consider memory size. In a public cloud, the user is charged
not only in terms of processors, but also in terms of memory
size. Fast memory in HM tends to be more expensive (e.g., in
the google cloud, regular DDR is 24x more expensive than fast
SSD). The cost of using fast memory is accumulated through-
out application execution, making the cloud service less af-
fordable for time-consuming applications. Also, the total cost
of ownership (TCO) for fast memory increases quickly (e.g.,
the average price of DRAM DDR4 (a common fast memory)
increased by 2.3x between 2016 and early 2019 [46, 58]), which
motivates the data center to reduce the usage of fast memory
as much as possible [24]. In general, reducing fast memory
size without performance loss becomes a critical optimization
target to reduce operation cost [13, 24].
Our work focuses on data management on HM for training
the deep neural network (DNN). DNN is a common workload
on data centers. Given the success of DNN in many appli-
cations and growing trend of training high-quality models
specific to individual businesses through automated machine
learning, training DNN efficiently is increasingly important to
reduce business cost and improve utilization of data centers.
Since modern HM typically serves CPU, we study CPU
with HM for DNN training. Using CPU for training is com-
monly supported by hardware vendor (e.g., Intel MKL-DNN [3]
and ARM Compute Library [12]), and has the following four
benefits. First, the trend of democratizing DNN [54] makes
CPU an appealing solution. compared with GPU, CPU is
more approachable and affordable, especially for personal
users or small-sized enterprises. Second, some data centers
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do not have GPU and simply use CPU for training. Such ex-
amples include the Cori [39] at Lawrence Berkeley National
Lab and Stampede2 [16] at TACC for scientific machine learn-
ing [37, 38, 47, 64]. Third, for those DNN models that lack
thread level parallelism, GPU can perform worse than CPU.
For example, training some CNN (e.g., the wide-and-deep
model [21]) and some deep reinforcement learning models
(e.g., DQN [29]), CPU performs faster than GPU. In our evalu-
ation, using 8-core Intel i7-7700K CPU and NVIDIA Titan XP
GPU to train the wide-and-deep model, the training through-
put on CPU is 4x of on GPU (763 and 196 global steps per
second for CPU and GPU respectively). Fourth, on a public
cloud, CPU is cheaper than GPU. For example, on the google
cloud, one vCPU is only 1/46 and 1/78 of NIVIDA P100
and V100 GPU, in terms of cost per hour. When the training
throughputs on CPU and GPU are comparable, using CPU
can be easily more cost effective.
The workload characterization of training DNN imposes
unique challenges on data management on HM. First, training
DNN is typically featured with a large amount of data objects
smaller than a memory page (4KB). Profiling memory accesses
to those data objects to make the decision of data placement on
HM is challenging, because those small data objects can share
memory pages, creating difficulty to track memory accesses
for individual data objects.
Second, training DNN often employs a task dataflow exe-
cution model, where the whole computation is decomposed
into a large amount (thousands or even millions) of operations
in a single training step. Those operations (e.g., matrix mul-
tiplication and 2D convolution) represent various execution
phases with diverse memory accesses patterns. Many of those
operations can run in parallel and take short execution time.
Placing data objects on HM for those operations has high re-
quirements on the promptness of making the data placement
decision and data migration, in order to make best use of fast
memory and enable high performance.
Third, the semantic gap between operating system (OS)
and application (DNN in our case) can make data migration
less efficient. From the OS point of view, the memory page
is the primitive granularity for memory profiling and data
migration. However, from the application point of view, the
data object (or the tensor in the language of DNN) is the
primitive granularity for operations to access and compute.
Ideally, we want to migrate data at the granularity of data
objects to enable high performance of operations. However,
this is conflicting with the abstract (i.e., the memory page) OS
uses to manage data.
Unfortunately, the existing data management methods can-
not address the above challenges well. Many methods [10, 30,
36, 70, 71] use a sampling-based approach to profile memory
pages to avoid expensive profiling overhead, which can miss
memory accesses for small data objects and lead to incorrect
data migration decision; Furthermore, the application seman-
tics is often missed, leaving many opportunities to improve
performance on the table.
In this paper, we present Sentinel, a runtime system that au-
tomatically optimizes data migration (i.e., data management)
on HM to achieve performance similar to that on the fast
memory-only system with a smaller size of fast memory. To
achieve this, Sentinel exploits domain knowledge about deep
learning to adopt a custom approach for data management.
Sentinel leverages the fact that a DNN training workload
has high repeatability and hence highly predictable. Such
a workload comprises of millions of training steps, each of
which goes through the exactly same computation graph and
operations. As a result, Sentinel uses a few training steps
for profile measurements. In addition, Sentinel enables pro-
filing and data migration at the granularity of data objects
(not pages), by controlling memory allocation. This method
bridges the semantic gap between OS and application. More
importantly, it allows the runtime system to employ the lim-
ited domain information for runtime data management: By
associating data objects with the DNN network topology, Sen-
tinel avoids unnecessary data movement and proactively trig-
gers data movement.
Data migration faces a fundamental tradeoff between mi-
gration frequency and performance benefit. To save the capac-
ity of fast memory, we want to frequently move data between
fast and slow memory, such that we can timely move unused
data out of fast memory and move to-be-used data into it.
However, frequent data movement can be exposed to the crit-
ical path and cause performance loss. Hence, choosing an
appropriate migration interval is critical to reduce memory
capacity and avoid performance loss. Guided by the profiling
results, Sentinel explores the optimal migration interval for
best performance.
The key contributions of our work are as follows.
• Performance characterization. We use a data object-
centric (instead of page-centric) approach to system-
atically analyze the performance of DNN, a typical
task dataflow workload. We identify and leverage the
unique characteristics of such a workload to direct data
management at runtime on HM.
• Runtime system. We propose and evaluate a runtime
system for optimizing data placement and migration;
We determine the optimal migration interval based on
theoretical analysis, dynamic profiling, and DNN do-
main knowledge.
• Evaluation. We evaluate Sentinel using TensorFlow. The
evaluation results show that using only 20% of peak
memory consumption of DNN models as the fast mem-
ory size, Sentinel achieves the same or comparable per-
formance (at most 8% performance difference) to that of
the fast memory-only system on common DNN models.
Sentinel also consistently outperforms a state-of-the-art
solution by 18%.
2 BACKGROUND
We provide a brief background on the training process of
DNN models and HM.
2
2.1 Training Deep Learning Models
A typical DNN model comprises of a stack of layers each of
which is a group of neurons. Each neuron in a layer computes
a non-linear function of the outputs of neurons in the preced-
ing layer, using a set of weights. Training DNN often involves
a large number of iterative training steps. In each step, a batch
of training samples are fed into DNN. Performance of each
step (e.g., execution time and memory access pattern) remains
stable across steps [43, 44, 63]. The above characteristics allow
us to use dynamic profiling of the first few training steps to
improve performance of the following steps.
Training DNN often uses a machine learning framework,
such as TensorFlow [8], PyTorch [5], and MXNet [4]. These
frameworks use a dataflow execution model where the whole
workload of DNN is modeled as a directed graph composed of
a set of nodes. Operations, such as 2D convolution, matrix mul-
tiplication, and array concatenation, are implemented by the
frameworks as primitives. Those operations are represented as
nodes in the dataflow graph. Within the graph, edges between
nodes capture dependencies between nodes.
2.2 Data Management on Heterogeneous
Memory
The online data management on HM typically involves three
fundamental steps: (1) memory profiling, (2) decision making
for data migration, and (3) data migration.
The memory profiling step collects memory access informa-
tion for pages or data objects; The decision making step uses
performance models or caching algorithms to decide which
pages to migration for best performance; The data migration
step triggers data migration with the goal of reducing data
migration overhead.
Recent research efforts. The three steps create major opti-
mization targets in the existing research efforts. We list the
targets as follows. Our work shares the same optimization
targets as the existing efforts.
• Memory profiling must have ignorable impact on appli-
cation performance while being accurate;
• The decision-making process must timely capture those
hot data for migration without violating the capacity of
fast memory;
• The data migration cannot impact performance.
The existing efforts explore hardware techniques for profil-
ing and facilitate data movement among memory devices [9,
14, 55–57, 66, 72, 75]. Further studies on software-based tech-
niques use sampling-based approaches for memory profiling
to reduce profiling overhead [10, 30, 36, 70, 71]; They com-
monly use a caching algorithm, such as the multi-queue [30,
57, 77], FIFO [74], or LRU [36]. However, They often trade
memory profiling accuracy for low profiling overhead, and
hence can lose tracking for small data objects. Also, the process
of detecting hot pages may not timely trigger data migration.
We study a fundamentally new method for data manage-
ment on HM. Inspired by the trend of using domain specific
knowledge for hardware (e.g., AI accelerators [20, 35, 52, 60]
and Anton for molecular dynamics simulation [61]) and soft-
ware (e.g., domain specific language Halide [2] and Liszt [22]),
we propose to use the domain knowledge of DNN to direct
data placement. This method provides lightweight profiling,
accurately captures data hotness, timely trigger data migra-
tion, and effectively hides data migration overhead.
3 ANALYSIS AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF MEMORY ACCESSES IN DNN
We analyze and characterize memory accesses in DNN and
use the analysis results to drive our design.
3.1 Profiling Framework
We build a profiling framework for our study. The profiling
framework collects the following information: the number of
main memory accesses per data object (tensor), data object
size and lifetime.
To collect the above information, the profiling framework
includes the support at both OS and application levels. At the
OS level, Sentinel collects the number of memory accesses at
the page level. This is implemented by a software-only solu-
tion. In particular, when a page is tracked for access counting,
Sentinel sets a reserved bit (bit 51) in its PTE (i.e., poisoning
PTE) and then flush the PTE from TLB. When the page is
accessed, a TLB miss occurs and triggers a protection fault.
Sentinel uses a customized fault handler to count this page ac-
cess, poison the PTE and flush it from TLB again to track next
page access. Poisoning PET only happens during the profiling.
After it, poisoning PTE and flushing TLB do not happen.
To bridge the semantic gap between OS and application,
each memory page has only one data object (but a data object
can use more than one pages). Using this method, page-level
profiling becomes data object-level profiling. Such memory
allocation does not change memory access patterns captured
by the hardware caching mechanism in the cache hierarchy,
hence providing reliable estimation on memory accesses in
main memory. Such memory allocation increases memory
footprint. But it happens during the profiling phase of Sen-
tinel on slow memory. After the profiling phase, data objects
are re-organized to reduce memory footprint and improve
performance. Data reorganization happens during memory al-
location (see Section 4.2), and hence does not stop the training
process and does not impact performance. Also, the profiling
method does not increase the consumption of fast memory.
At the application level, Sentinel leverages memory allo-
cation and deallocation to get the size and lifetime of data
objects. Furthermore, Sentinel introduces API that allows the
user to annotate DNN to indicate the end of each layer in DNN.
Based on the above infrastructure, Sentinel is able to associate
a data object with the DNN model topology of DNN (i.e., we
can know which layer(s) a data object is alive). Setting up the
association is helpful to direct data migration (Section 4.4).
Our profiling method uses only one training step for pro-
filing. During the profiling, Sentinel captures each page read
and write by repeatedly poisoning the page. This is expensive
because of system calls and TLB misses. However, it does
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Figure 1: Distribution of lifetime of data objects and their sizes
for ResNet_v1-32. Each small data object is smaller than 4KB; Each
large data object is no smaller than 4KB. “>64” means that the data
object survives more than one forward and backward pass (one
training step).
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Figure 2: Distribution of the number of main memory accesses at
the data object level.
not lose profiling accuracy. Also, considering that a typical
DNN training involves millions of training steps, the profiling
overhead is easily amortized.
The traditional profiling methods face a fundamental dilemma
between profiling overhead and accuracy. In particular, fre-
quently collecting memory access information brings high
profiling accuracy at the cost of large runtime overhead, and
vice versa [10, 30, 36, 70, 71]. Leveraging the repetitiveness of
DNN training, Sentinel breaks the dilemma, and enables both
high profiling accuracy and low profiling overhead.
3.2 Profiling Results and Analysis
We use the profiling framework to study data objects and their
access patterns in DNN. We report profiling results for one
training step in this section.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of lifetime of data objects
and their accumulated sizes for ResNet_v1-32 (the configura-
tion of training is in Table 3). ResNet_v1-32 has 64 layers (in a
forward and backward pass). A data object is alive after it is
allocated and before it is freed. The lifetime of a data object is
defined in terms of number of layers where the data object is
alive. Figure 1 shows that 92% of data objects have lifetime no
longer than one layer. Among those short-lived data objects,
98% of them is small data objects (smaller than 4KB).
Observation 1: There are a large number of small data ob-
jects with short lifetime in DNN workloads.
In the rest of the paper, we define short-lived data objects
as those with lifetime no longer than one layer.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the number of main memory accesses at
the data object level for small data objects (each is smaller than
4KB).
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the number of main
memory accesses at the data object level. The figure shows
that a large number of data objects (52.3% of data objects, using
907 MB, which is 54% of total memory pages) are accessed less
than 10 times. Among them, 98% of them are small (less than
4KB) and use only 3.9 MB in total, shown in Figure 3. On the
other hand, some data objects are frequently accessed (having
>100 accesses), taking only 4 MB (0.2% of total memory pages).
They are the candidates to be placed into fast memory, and
their size is a small portion of total memory pages.
Observation 2: The uneven distribution of hot and cold
data objects in DNN provides opportunities for data manage-
ment.
Table 1: Memory consumption (in one training step) in the origi-
nal execution and using “one data object per page” in the profiling
step. “prof.” stands for “profiling”.
memory consumption in prof. Orig. exe.
all data objects 1.97 GB 1.57 GB
data objects
smaller than 4KB 152 MB 0.45 MB
Table 1 shows memory consumption for two cases: (1) the
original execution and (2) using “one data object per page” in
the profiling step. In the original execution, small data objects
takes only 0.45MB, but using one data object per page, they
take 152 MB. This indicates that small data objects commonly
share pages with other data objects.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the number of main mem-
ory accesses at different levels, including at the data object
level already shown in Figures 2 and 3, and page level in the
original execution. The figure shows that for less frequently
accessed data objects (having 1-10 accesses), the total size of
data objects (907 MB) is larger than the total page size (763
MB) in the original execution.
This result is interesting, because if alive data objects fall
into the same pages, the size of the data objects should be
smaller than or equal to the size of pages. Our result is against
the above rationale, which suggests that some data objects
actually do not fall into those 763MB-pages in the original
execution. This means in the original execution, those data ob-
jects fall into other pages that are counted as more frequently
4
accessed. In other words, those data objects share the pages
with other data objects that may have different preference for
data placement. We refer to the above result as page-level false
sharing in the rest of the paper.
Observation 3: Page-level false sharing exists in DNN. The
page-level profiling (not data object-level) for data manage-
ment can be misleading because of page-level false sharing.
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the levels of pages (in the original execution), data objects, and
small data objects.
4 DESIGN
4.1 Overview
Sentinel consists of multiple components, shown in Figure 5.
The dynamic profiling component collects memory access
information at the data object level, and decides the lifetime
of data objects based on customized memory allocation and
limited user annotation. The dynamic profiling only uses one
training step to collect the information. After that, Sentinel
re-organizes memory allocation for short-lived data objects to
facilitate data management and avoid page-level false sharing.
Driven by the profiling results, we treat short-lived and
long-lived data objects separately. Short-lived data objects are
allocated in a contiguous memory space in fast memory, and
are not involved in data movement between fast and slow
memories. This method avoids inefficient data movement due
to short liveness.
To handle long-lived data objects, Sentinel uses an adaptive
migration algorithm. The algorithm partitions the training
process in a training step into migration intervals, based on
the DNN model topology. In a migration interval, Sentinel
migrates data objects needed for the next interval, overlap-
ping application execution with data migration. During data
migration, Sentinel must determine an appropriate migration
interval, such that the data objects can be timely migrated from
slow to fast memory before they are needed by application
execution. We formulate the problem and determine the opti-
mal migration interval. We also use a test-and-trial algorithm
to determine if the migration cannot happen timely, whether
continuing migration or not can lead to better performance.
In general, Sentinel uses the following domain knowledge
to enable high performance of DNN training.
• Repetitiveness of DNN training for profiling and pre-
dicting memory access patterns;
• The liveness of data objects (tensors) within and across
layers to decide data migration;
Figure 5: Overview of Sentinel. “DO” stands for “data object”. The
white and showed boxes represent functionality and mechanisms,
respectively.
• The DNN model topology (i.e., layers) and its depth to
decide the optimal migration interval and trigger data
migration.
4.2 Dynamic Profiling and Data
Reorganization
Sentinel integrates the profiling framework in Section 3.1 into
the TensorFlow runtime system. We favor dynamic profiling
instead of static one, although the static dataflow graph can
be known before the training starts, because thread-level par-
allelism within an operation and across operations cannot be
captured by static profiling. Such parallelism has significant
impacts on data locality.
Based on the profiling results, Sentinel uses a customized
memory allocation for the remaining training steps. In par-
ticular, short-lived data objects that have the similar memory
access pattern (including number of accesses and memory
allocation and deallocation times) are allocated into the same
page, in order to avoid page-level false sharing and reduce
TLB misses. This is implemented by associating a bit string
with each data object. The bit string indicates which layer this
data object is accessed. Data objects that have the same bit
string are grouped. Data objects falling into the same group
are sorted in terms of number of memory accesses. The data
objects in a group are allocated and packed into the same set
of pages, following the increasing order.
Furthermore, Sentinel preallocates a memory pool to meet
the memory allocation requests for short-lived data objects.
Since those data objects are frequently allocated and freed, us-
ing the memory pool can avoid repeatedly returning memory
to the system, mitigating unnecessary overhead.
4.3 Handling Short-Lived Data Objects
During DNN training, a single short-lived data object is not
accessed many times (e.g., less than 10 times in ResNet) in
main memory, compared to many long-lived data objects.
Hence, the data placement of a specific short-lived data object
has an ignorable impact on the performance of DNN train-
ing. However, as our profiling results show that there are a
large amount of short-lived data objects throughout the whole
training process, and they share the same memory access char-
acteristics (i.e., short-liveness, small size, and a small number
of accesses in main memory). We must use a general policy to
manage them.
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We use the following algorithm to manage short-lived data
objects. We allocate a continuous memory space in fast mem-
ory for short-lived data objects. Data objects in this space are
never considered for migration. This space is reused for short-
lived data objects, as they are allocated and freed throughout
the training steps. The space is allocated at the beginning of
each migration interval to accommodate short-lived data ob-
jects in the interval. Doing this, Sentinel guarantees that there
is always memory space for short-lived data objects (i.e., no
competition from long-lived data objects, because the place-
ment of short-lived data objects is critical for performance.
Within an migration interval, the space is dynamically shrunk
to free space for long-lived tensors, when a memory page in
the space is freed. We collect short-lived data objects in this
memory space, such that those short-lived data objects allo-
cated and accessed at the similar time can be placed into the
same page to avoid page-level false sharing.
The above method addresses the limitation of the exist-
ing methods that use a caching algorithm [30, 36, 57, 74, 77]
or counting the number of memory accesses within a time
window [10, 71]. They move short-lived data objects to slow
memory, even though they are not accessed any more. This
has two problems: (1) Unnecessary data movement causes
performance loss and wastes memory bandwidth; (2) Short-
lived data objects unnecessarily stay longer in fast memory,
wasting valuable fast memory space. This is because making
the decision on the movement of short-lived data objects takes
some time, due to the necessity of collecting memory access in-
formation to run the caching algorithm. In addition, counting
the number of memory accesses for individual data objects
can be inaccurate, because they can share memory pages and
the number of memory accesses to each data objects is small.
Using our algorithm based on the DNN domain knowledge,
we do not have the above limitation.
In our design, fast memory is always large enough to host
short-lived data objects. If not, short-lived data objects will be
frequently moved between fast and slow memories. This data
movement is highly inefficient in terms of both performance
and energy efficiency, especially for data objects with a short
lifetime. Hence, we assume that the fast memory size is at least
larger than the peak memory consumption of those short-lived
data objects. We have a discussion on the fast memory size in
Section 4.5.
Since short-lived data objects are frequently allocated and
freed and we reuse the same memory space to host them, the
size of memory space for short-lived data objects is small, and
typically bounded by a few GB.
4.4 Adaptive Data Migration
We migrate data for those long-lived data objects. The data
migration is controlled by the migration interval. The migration
interval determines how frequently we migrate data between
fast and slow memories. A training step is partitioned into
many equal-sized migration intervals. Figure 6 generally de-
picts data migration.
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Figure 6: Data migration based on the migration interval. “S” and
“F” stand for slow and fast memories respectively.
Data migration from slow to fast memory is triggered at the
beginning of each interval, aiming to prefetching data objects
needed by the next interval into fast memory before the next
interval starts. The data migration happens in the middle of
each interval, in order to overlap data migration with DNN
training as much as possible, such that the overhead of data
migration is removed from the critical path.
Data migration from fast to slow memory is triggered and
happens in the middle of the interval, when the long-lived
data object is not accessed in the interval. Such data migration
is used to save the space of fast memory as much as possible,
in order to accommodate upcoming data migration.
We define the migration interval in terms of layers in DNN,
not in terms of execution time, because of the following three
reasons. First, the layer-based migration interval naturally
guarantees the completion of operations at the end of the
interval, because no operation runs across layers. The time-
based migration interval cannot guarantee that, which brings
inevitable synchronization between application execution and
data migration, causing performance loss. Using the DNN do-
main knowledge (i.e., the layers), we avoid the above problem.
Second, each layer is associated with a computation phase
that shows a memory access pattern. The layer-based migra-
tion interval allows us to easily leverage the memory access
patterns collected at the profiling phase to guide data migra-
tion. Third, the time-based migration imposes challenges on
deciding which operations are in which migration interval,
because of operation-level parallelism.
Determining an appropriate migration interval is chal-
lenging. If the migration interval is either too large or too
small, we cannot achieve the best performance. Figure 7 shows
the performance when we use different migration intervals
for training ResNet_v1-32 with 1GB fast memory. The figure
reveals that the performance is very sensitive to the migration
interval. There is 21% performance variance when we change
it from 5 to 11. When the migration interval is 8, we achieve
the best performance. Hence, determining an appropriate mi-
gration interval is critical for performance.
We analyze the trade-off between large and small migration
intervals as follows. If the migration interval is large, then
the data to migrate for this interval is large. The migration
interval cannot be too large. Otherwise the data to migrate
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Figure 7: Performance (training throughput) variance as we change
the migration interval (MI). “SP” stands for sweet spot (the optimal
migration interval).
can be larger than the available space in fast memory. This
constraint on the migration interval is the space constraint,
formulated in Equation 1.
If the migration interval is small, then the available execu-
tion time to overlap data migration with application execution
is short. The migration interval cannot be too short. Otherwise
the data to migrate cannot be timely migrated from slow to
fast memory before the next migration internal starts. This
constraint on the migration interval is the time constraint, for-
mulated in Equation 2.
In Equations 1 and 2 , RS is the fast memory space for short-
lived data objects, S is the fast memory size, and MI stands
for the migration interval. RS is a function of the migration
interval (different migration intervals have different RS). In
Equation 1, Data is the size of data for migration in a migration
interval; In Equation 2, BW is the migration bandwidth from
slow to fast memory, and T is the DNN training time in a
migration interval. Data and T are functions of the migration
interval (different migration intervals have different Data and
T ).
Space constraint: Data(MI ) < S − RS(MI ) (1)
Time constraint: T (MI ) > (S − RS(MI ))/BW (2)
RS is relatively stable, according to our profiling results.
There is a small variance as we change MI . Hence S − RS(MI )
is near constant. Data(MI ) and T (MI ) are monotonically in-
creasing functions of MI (i.e., a larger MI indicates larger Data
and T , and vice versa). Hence, the two equations establish the
upper and lower bounds on the migration interval.
The two equations, although revealing the inherent trade-
off between small and large migration intervals, cannot reveal
the optimal one, because they do not capture the data move-
ment from fast memory to slow memory. Such data movement
increases the available fast memory space. Because of such
data movement, those migration intervals that meet the two
constraints can perform differently.
We use the following method to determine the optimal
migration interval at runtime. After collecting the profiling
results, we use Equations 1 and 2 to prune the search space
of the migration interval and choose those that meet the con-
straints. Then we use a few more training steps, each of which
employs a migration interval. We measure their performance,
and choose the optimal migration interval that leads to the
best performance.
We encounter three possible data migration cases at the
end of a migration interval. We discuss them as follows. As-
sume that we have two intervals, A and B, and B is right after
A. Sentinel migrates data at the beginning of A for B. At the
end of A, we have three cases.
• Case 1: All data migration has been finished;
• Case 2: Data migration cannot be finished, because fast
memory cannot offer enough free space;
• Case 3: Data migration cannot be finished, because there
is no enough time for migration (there is still space in
fast memory).
In Case 1, once B starts, all of the migrated data object are
in fast memory, which is the ideal case. For Cases 2 and 3, we
must avoid them. The migration interval has impact on how
often the three cases happen. Given a specific fast memory
size, a small interval can create more Case 3, and a large inter-
val can create more Case 2. Figure 8 shows how many times
each case happens, when we use different migration intervals
for training ResNet_v1-32 with 1GB fast memory. When the
migration interval decreases from 11 to 5, Case 3 increases
from 0 to 13; When the migration interval increases from 5 to
11, Case 2 increases from 0 to 4. This result is consistent with
our analysis.
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Figure 8: The occurrences of the three data migration cases in a
training step of ResNet-32. “MI” stands for “migration interval”.
"SP" stands for sweet spot (the optimal migration interval).
To avoid Case 2, long-lived tensors are immediately moved
out of fast memory in the middle of A, once the remaining
operations in A do not need them. This saves space of of fast
memory. However, avoiding Case 3 is difficult, because it is
created by the limited memory bandwidth and/or latency. In
Case 3, we can either continue migrating data and let B wait
for the completion of data migration, or leave data in slow
memory. The continuation of data migration exposes data mi-
gration into the critical path, but the execution of B use data
in fast memory; On the contrary, leaving data in slow mem-
ory uses the data in slow memory but avoids data migration
overhead. This is a classic trade-off between data locality and
7
data movement. To determine which method leads to the best
performance, we use a test-and-trial algorithm.
In particular, whenever Case 3 happens at the end of an
interval, we use one training step to try the continuation of
data migration, and use another training step to try no-data-
migration. We measure the performance of the two methods
and use the best method in the remaining training steps. Note
that in order to compare the performance of the two training
steps, we must ensure that data placement in the two training
steps is the same when Case 3 happens. The same data place-
ment can be easily guaranteed, given the repetitive execution
pattern in DNN training.
The above test-and-trial algorithm does not cause large
overhead, because Case 3 does not happen often and hence
does not need a large amount of training steps for test and
trial. The number of training steps used in test and trial is
usually less than 10 (see Table 3).
4.5 Discussions
The lower bound of fast memory size. Although fast mem-
ory can be smaller with Sentinel, there is a lower bound of fast
memory size to avoid big performance loss. This lower bound
is the peak memory consumption of short-lived data objects
in any migration interval plus the largest long-lived data ob-
ject. Smaller than this lower bound, the runtime system has
to either frequently migrate short-lived data objects or has no
space to accommodate long-lived data objects, which usually
causes performance loss larger than 10%.
Handling dynamic graphs. Some machine learning frame-
works, such as PyTorch and TensorFlow 2.0, support dynamic
graphs. Depending on the size of input within a mini-batch,
these frameworks generate a different graph with the right
shape to accommodate the mini-batch. With dynamic graphs,
mini-batches are not identical. Hence, there could be multiple
dataflow graphs.
To handle dynamic graphs, the existing solution pads zero
at the end of input [27], such that mini-batches have the same
structure. This transforms a dynamic graph into a static one,
but at the cost of larger memory footprint and unnecessary
computation. We use a solution similar to the one in [63] that
uses bucketed profiling. In particular, Sentinel bucketizes the
input sizes into a small of buckets (at most 10 in Sentinel),
and each bucket has a similar graph. Sentinel profiles each
bucket to collect memory access information and decide data
migration.
Handling control dependencies. A static graph can have
control flow. Depending on the value of input in a mini-batch,
the graph can have different dataflow, causing different mem-
ory access patterns. Sentinel handles this case by tracking
dataflow. Whenever a new dataflow is encountered, Sentinel
triggers profiling and makes the decision of data migration
again.
5 IMPLEMENTATION
We implement Sentinel in Linux v4.9 and TensorFlow v1.14.
We change the Linux kernel for memory profiling; We change
Figure 9: Overview of Sentinel implementation. “DO” in the figure
stands for “data objects”.
the TensorFlow runtime system for page migration. The sta-
tistics of kernel modification given by git diff is 17 files
changed, 587 insertions(+), 18 deletions(-); the statistic of Ten-
sorFlow modification given by git diff is 33 files changed,
2425 insertions(+), 37 deletions(-).
Sentinel introduces three APIs to trigger/stop memory
profiling and identify layers, which are start_profile(),
end_profile(), and add_layer(). start_profile()
triggers a system call to enable tracking main memory ac-
cesses, and enables tracking of memory allocation/dealloca-
tion to record lifetime information for data objects. add_layer(),
placed at the end of each layer, informs the runtime sys-
tem of where is each layer to determine migration interval.
Adding start_profile(), end_profile() includes only
two lines of changes to the DNN model. Adding add_layer()
includes 1˜0-100 lines, depending on how many layers there
are in the DNN model. Adding those APIs do not impact
execution correctness of DNN training.
Figure 9 shows some implementation details. After collect-
ing memory access information from OS and lifetime informa-
tion from the TensorFlow runtime, Sentinel issues three helper
threads: one for information analysis to determine migration
interval and making migration decision, one for data migra-
tion from fast to slow memory, and one for the migration in
the opposite way. The two migration threads work in parallel
to accelerate migration. Sentinel uses the Linux system call
move_pages() to migrate pages.
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 Methodology
We study HM in a machine with two memory nodes. We use
one as fast local memory and one as slow remote memory.
Table 2 summarizes the hardware we use.
We evaluate five DNN models. Table 3 shows model details.
For ResNet_v2-152, LSTM, and MobileNet models in our eval-
uation, we use the implementations from TensorFlow [7]; For
ResNet_v1-32 and DCGAN, we use [6] and [1] respectively. To
use TensorFlow, the intra-op parallelism (i.e., the number of
threads to run an operation) and inter-op parallelism (i.e., the
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Table 2: Hardware overview of experimental system.
CPU 2-socket Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670 v3
DRAM DDR4 - 2133MHz
Fast memory BW: 34 GB/s Latency: 87 ns
Slow memory BW: 19 GB/s Latency: 182.7 ns
Cross-socket BW 19 GB/s
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Figure 10: Performance with Sentinel, IAL and two configura-
tions. “RN(v1)”, “RN(v2)”, and “MN” stand for “ResNet_v1-32”,
“ResNet_v2-152”, and “MobileNet”, respectively.
maximum number of operations to co-run) are set as 24, which
is the number of physical cores in a socket in our platform.
We compare Sentinel with a state-of-the-art page migration
system from Yan et al. [74]. They introduce a page migration
algorithm based on an existing page replacement mechanism
in the Linux kernel (i.e., the FIFO-based active list [74]). In [74],
they improve the performance of the page migration mech-
anism by using four threads for parallel page copying and
eight threads for concurrent page migration, and they opti-
mize page locations every five seconds. We use the same con-
figuration in our evaluation. Sentinel does not use the page
migration mechanism in [74]. Unless otherwise indicated, the
size of fast memory in our evaluation is equal to 20% of peak
memory consumption in DNN models.
Table 3: DNN for evaluation. “p, m & t” stands for profiling, deter-
mining optimal migration interval, and test-and-trial.
data set
batch
size
# of training
steps for “p,m & t”
ResNet_v1-32 CIFAR-10 128 8
ResNet_v2-152 CIFAR-10 32 5
LSTM PTB 20 2
DCGAN MNIST 64 4
MobileNet CIFAR-10 64 3
6.2 Results
Overall performance. Figure 10 shows performance of Sen-
tinel and compare it with the improved active list (IAL) for
HM in [74] (a state of the art). The figure shows that per-
formance difference between Sentinel and the fast memory-
only system is very small (no difference in two models and
at most 8% difference in ResNet_v1-32), while IAL has 17%
performance difference on average (up to 32%). Sentinel is
significantly better than IAL by 18% on average (up to 37%).
Table 4 shows the number of migrations in Sentinel and
IAL. Compared with IAL, Sentinel has more migrations (88%
more on average). Frequent migrations allow Sentinel to make
Table 4: Number of page migrations in one epoch. “RN(v1)”,
“RN(v2)”, and “MN” stand for “ResNet_v1-32”, “ResNet_v2-152”,
and “MobileNet” respectively.
RN(v1) RN(v2) DCGAN LSTM MN
IAL 807308 3432254 211684 194933 144882
Sentinel 2097152 4898697 444846 353500 249290
Table 5: Peak memory consumption with and without Sentinel.
w/o Sentinel w/ Sentinel
ResNet_v1_32 6144 MB 6176 MB
ResNet_v2_152 25600 MB 25856 MB
LSTM 2048 MB 2080 MB
DCGAN 3072 MB 3136 MB
MobileNet 4096 MB 4228 MB
best use of fast memory for performance; Also, those migra-
tions are successfully overlapped with DNN training to avoid
performance loss.
Table 5 shows peak memory consumption before and af-
ter using Sentinel. Although our profiling method increases
memory consumption, it does not increase much (by 2.1% at
most). This is because data objects larger than 4KB dominate
total memory consumption. During the profiling, we do not
significantly increase their memory consumption.
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Figure 11: Performance with different strategies for data manage-
ment in Sentinel. “RN” and “MN” stand for ‘ResNet’ and “Mo-
bileNet” respectively. Performance is normalized by the perfor-
mance of the full-featured Sentinel.
Performance breakdown. We apply different strategies for
data management, in order to study the impact of various
techniques. Figure 11 shows the results. In the figure, we show
four strategies: Sentinel without handling page-level false
sharing (labeled “Having false sharing”), Sentinel without
reserving fast memory space for short-lived data objects (la-
beled “No space reservation”), Sentinel without test-and-trial
(labeled “No t&t”), and Sentinel with all techniques.
The figure reveals that among the three (handling page-
level false sharing, reserving fast memory, and test-and-trial),
reserving fast memory space for short-lived data objects is the
most effective one. We easily have 17% - 23% performance
loss without it (compared with the full-featured Sentinel).
Furthermore, because of the pervasiveness of page-level false
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sharing, handling false sharing improves performance by 8% -
18%.
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Figure 12: Performance with Sentinel under various sizes of fast
memory. The fast memory size is shown as the percentage of peak
memory consumption of DNN models. Performance is normalized
by that of the fast memory-only.
Sensitivity study. We change fast memory size and mea-
sure performance. Figure 12 shows the results. In general,
larger fast memory gives better performance. When the fast
memory size is 60% of peak memory consumption, all of
DNN models with Sentinel on HM do not have any perfor-
mance difference from the fast memory-only system. Also,
with Sentinel, performance is not sensitive to fast memory
size: There is only at most 8% performance variance when the
fast memory size is changed from 20% to 40% of peak memory
consumption of DNN. This result is a demonstration of how
Sentinel effectively uses data movement to make best use of
fast memory.
Saving fast memory size. Figure 10 shows that using 20%
of peak memory consumption of DNN models as fast memory
size, Sentinel on HM has almost the same performance (8%
difference at most) as the fast memory-only. This brings 80%
saving in fast memory size. Figure 12 shows that using 60% of
peak memory consumption of DNN models as fast memory
size, there is no performance loss, which comes with 40%
saving in fast memory size.
To further study Sentinel’s effectiveness, we use various
ResNets with various topology. Different ResNets come with
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Figure 13: Comparison between peak memory consumption of
DNN models and fast memory size for ResNet variants.
different peak memory consumption. We report the minimum
fast memory size with which Sentinel performs the same as
the fast memory-only. Figure 13 shows peak memory con-
sumption and fast memory size for all ResNet variants. The
figure shows that although peak memory consumption in-
creases quickly as ResNet becomes more complicated, the fast
memory size increases in a much slower rate. This demon-
strates the effectiveness of using Sentinel to save fast memory
size.
7 RELATED WORK
Heterogeneous main memory. Many memory technologies [17,
28, 31, 40] have been proposed to build HM. Intel Optane DC
persistent memory plus traditional DDR is an example [11, 32];
High bandwidth memory (HBM) plus DDR in Intel Knights
Landing is another example [17]. Recent research studies data
management on HM using hardware-based approaches [9, 14,
55–57, 66, 72, 75] or OS/software-based approaches [23, 26,
42, 51, 53, 62, 69–71, 74, 76]. The common goal of these studies
is to achieve a high service rate by leveraging fast memory as
much as possible.
Page placement policies and mechanisms. Existing pro-
posals [10, 30, 36, 70, 71, 74] explore various page placement
polices. They commonly profile memory access to determine
page placement. Some work [10, 30, 36] tracks hot pages by
setting and resetting PTE as Sentinel does, but this tracking
mechanism can result in very high runtime overhead. To re-
duce runtime overhead, the existing work commonly limits
the amount of pages to profile, which can compromise profil-
ing accuracy. For example, Thermostat [10] only profiles 0.5%
of total memory pages; If each page is profiled, there could be
4x slowdown. Unimem [71] and Tahoe [70] use a hardware
counter-based approach to periodically count main memory
accesses. This method, although being lightweight, can incor-
rectly count the number of memory accesses for short-lived
data objects because of the sampling nature. Unlike the above
work, Sentinel leverages domain knowledge, and hence only
profiles a small portion of total execution (one training step)
without paying large runtime overhead and losing accuracy.
Also, Sentinel associates page-level profiling results with data
objects, making profiling results more meaningful for data
migration.
Yan et al. [74] guides page placement based on an existing
Linux page replacement mechanism. Like Linux, this work
uses two FIFO queues (active list and inactive list) to make
page migration decisions. However, using this design to de-
cide page migration for common short-lived data objects in
DNN can be slow and lacks a global view, which wastes valu-
able fast memory space and causes unnecessary data move-
ment.
In terms of page migration mechanism, Yan et al. [74] uses
multi-threaded migration for single pages and concurrent mi-
gration for multiple pages. Bock et al. [15] allow application to
execute without waiting for the completion of page migration,
by buffering application writes to migrated pages in a hard-
ware buffer. Wang et al. [67] and Seshadri et al. [59] enable fast
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page migration by enhancing DRAM architecture. Sentinel
focuses on page migration policy (not mechanism), but the
existing efforts are useful to improve performance of Sentinel.
Performance optimization for dataflow-based machine learn-
ing frameworks. Performance optimization for such frame-
works attracted a lot of research efforts recently [19, 25, 41, 43–
45, 48–50, 63, 65, 68, 73]. Some of them [18, 34, 43, 44, 63, 73]
leverage the predictability of DNN workloads to guide oper-
ation scheduling and compiler-based performance optimiza-
tion. Our work also leverages the unique characteristics of
DNN, but focuses on data management on HM.
8 CONCLUSIONS
Runtime data management on HM often uses an application-
agnostic approach. It can suffer from high overhead for mem-
ory profiling or low accuracy, cause unnecessary data migra-
tion, and/or have difficult to hide data migration overhead.
In this paper, we use a new angle to examine the data man-
agement problem. By introducing limited domain knowledge,
we are able to break the fundamental tradeoff between pro-
filing overhead and accuracy, and effectively prefetch data to
fast memory for computation. We also reveal the conflict be-
tween OS and application when handling data migration. By
resolving the conflict, we avoid unnecessary data migration.
We focus on a specific and influential domain, DNN, in our
study, given its importance on modern data centers. Using
Sentinel, DNN training on HM with a small fast memory size
can perform similar to the fast memory-only system. Also,
Sentinel consistently outperforms a state-of-the-art solution
by 18%.
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